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MYSTERIOUS BOOK OF MASTERS INTRODUCTION
You are about to experience real high-level manifestation science. Not the mass
marketed junk that has been offered to poor, unsuspecting students of the
manifesting arts for the last few hundred years. No! What you are about to learn
is the real manifestation secrets that were taught in ancient mystery schools
thousands of years ago, and are now being taught only by I.G.O.S. Success Tech,

which is the only authentic Subtle Physics Manifestation Organization in
operation today. This is called High-level Manifestation Science.

This exciting approach to the art and science of making your wildest dreams
come true is effective, powerful, simple and even fun! In fact, real transcendental
practice is fun, as should all learning be. This book is part of the Mysterious Book

of Masters Series, and part of the 1-2-3 Easy Mastership Next Level Initiation
Training System, where initiation is part of the training process.
This Mysterious Book of Masters are talismanic in nature, generating and
drawing to you positive energies that other systems take years to empower you
with, if ever. Just owning this book starts the process of spiritual empowerment
through the releasing of your Inner Magical Being, which itself is the Higher
Consciousness within that creates everything magical in your life. The action of
reading, looking at, and having this book around, is like having an ancient
talisman charged JUST for you. It is a powerful tool unto itself that works deep
within your consciousness and initiates you by activating your Inner Magical
Being.

ACTIVATING YOUR INNER MAGICAL BEING
Initiations of all kinds are designed to connect you to power streams that activate
your Inner Magical Being. This Mysterious Book of Masters does just that, with
an ancient system of Sigils that has never been seen before. Sigils that work
within you, without you doing anything.

Just what these Sigils are, and how to use them, will be detailed shortly. All you
need to do is ‘let go and let happen’. In contrast, the conscious act of trying t o
activate the Inner Magical Being, actually stops it from being activated because,
when the corrupt common mind tries to activate Higher Consciousness directly,
then this Higher Consciousness blocks the activation.

Only through the pure inner Higher Self, with the help of ancient Sigils, will

the Inner Magical Being be activated. So, this book, and all the other books in the
Mysterious Book of Masters Series, work from the Higher Self and activate the
Inner Magical Being, without consciously trying, just as a talisman assists you
without your constant concentration on it. This is true Next Level Manifesting
Science.

NEXT LEVEL MANIFESTATION TRAINING
It is interesting to note, that most common mysticism books are anything but
mystical. They are produced like any other common book with basic information
and a few techniques. This level of self-actualization practice is of the lowest level,
produced by low-level manifestation scientists of little knowledge. Like almost all
such people in this field today, they have no formal training. They are basically
self-appointed experts with little to no personal power, and their books plainly
show this. This is why the art and science of desire-materialization has
progressed little in the last few hundred years, and in modern times, not at all. By
taking the step to own and use this Mysterious Book of Masters, you are taking
your first step into uncovering what the true essence of manifestation is all about.
Next Level Manifestation consists of several levels. This book is a Level I book

and is designed to assist the general public. Advanced level books are available to
dedicated I.G.O.S. Success Tech members only. It is highly recommended that
you seek membership with our society and are taught properly from the start.
The I.G.O.S. Success Tech Apprentice Handbook details the requirements and
general activities and beliefs of our organization. Those interested in our society
must read this Handbook as it should answer any questions you may have, and
more.

PERSONAL ASSISTANCE - MENTORSHIP
Next Level Manifestation Training encompasses all aspects of proper learning.
This includes the critical mentorship of personal assistance. Your life is special

and unique, and as such, it requires special spiritual techniques that are geared
towards you personally. While other books and so-called businesses leave you on

your own to figure out magical rituals and processes, I.G.O.S. Success Tech is
here to assist you step-by-step through all aspects of your individual life. This too
is what Next Level Manifestation Training is all about - individualized training
from Manifestation Masters.
Our global society is here to help anyone using our products for FREE! This
free service comes with all of our products. All you need to do is contact us
through our contact form by visiting our website at www.igossuccesstech.org.
Click on the contact tab and it will take you to the online contact form.

If you are serious about REAL self-empowerment, you need to seek this free
mentorship. By personalizing your spiritual practices, you will gain power and
success in the fastest possible time. Instead of trying to figure things out for
yourself, and more often than not fail, your Mentor will guide you down the best
possible path for you personally. It is like having a Manifestation Master training
you in person. This is real magical learning as it was meant to be, and it is being
conducted by a real non-profit magical organization.

HOW TO USE THIS MYSTERIOUS BOOK OF MASTERS

As already stated, this book is part of the Mysterious Book of Masters Series, and
Next Level Manifestation - Level I, in which you will encounter a number of
full-color Sigils.
There are essentially two types of Sigils and both are equally important to use.
Firstly, the more general images found throughout the book, and the first set of
Sigils found at the back of the book, are called Success Tech Sigils. They may

seem simple or common looking but they are far from this. As with all real
grimoires past and present, they are encoded with many empowerments and
connect you to I.G.O.S.’ streams of power.
Secondly, the second set of Sigils found at the back of the book are called
Specific Empowerment Sigils. These are stand-alone, full-page Sigils with a
specific title and set of instructions in accordance with their unique purpose.
Specific Empowerment Sigils usually include somewhat strange graphics that
are unclear in nature. These Sigils are used for specific empowerment and

purposes. Depending on the Mysterious Book owned, the Specific Empowerment
Sigils will affect those areas that pertain to the subject matter and practices in
that book.
The number of Sigils in any one book varies, depending on how many Sigils are
necessary to empower you with regard to that book’s complete subject matter.
Having said this, nothing in a Mysterious Book of Masters is there for
decorative purposes. Everything has a purpose. This book is a transformational

tool, as well as a training manual. Its deeper meanings will reveal themselves to
the student worthy of its empowerment, while those not worthy, or at too low a
level of understanding, will only benefit from the basic system itself.
NEXT LEVEL MATERIALIZATION TECHNOLOGY
Next Level Reality Creation is about taking proven technology and amplifying it
for the user of a specific product. From modern research, we have discovered
what areas of the brain assist higher psychic functioning, and since ancient times,
we know of magical energies that empower psychic functioning. By combining
the two, the result is this - a powerful Next Level Manifestation System. All the
Sigils in this book are magical symbols that contain positive magical power. The

most common of these are talismans and amulets. But, they are crude low-level
Sigils for the masses. In contrast, the Sigils in this book have been developed to
produce special activations to empower anyone looking at them, and in some
cases, for a specific purpose.

Highly advanced Next Level Manifestation Technology is encoded within the

Sigils. More specifically, each Sigil is encoded with special symbols and

nanotechnology to empower the user, along with an added secret element of
power through their connection to I.G.O.S. This then achieves an entire new
dimension of empowerment.
Ultimately, the Sigils are designed to activate the Inner Magical Being that
controls all magical power within and outside of you. This Inner Magical Being,
together with specific brain centers that assist High Level Magical Functioning,
are all activated through the simple use of the Sigils. Moreover, simply viewing
any Sigil also connects the viewer to the I.G.O.S. empowerment energy stream.
Exactly how to use the Sigils will be detailed shortly.
Finally, the basic text itself also has hidden meanings and images built into it
that cannot be seen whatsoever. These too create a connection to streams of
power with which I.G.O.S. has made contact. Just reading the book connects you
to our streams of power, and nothing more needs to be done with regard to the
text of the book.

THE MYSTERY OF THE SIGIL SYSTEM

The Sigil System and the activation of the Inner Magical Being has been
developed from Ancient Mystery Schools, and is being brought to the public by
I.G.O.S. for the first time in history. Long years of training are no longer needed if
you are led by the correct master teacher.
AN ANCIENT SECRET METHOD MADE MODERN
The Sigil System is an ancient secret method used in all Mystery Schools around
the world. In Tibet, China, India and Europe, Sigils have been used in all Secret
Orders. Some of these are commonly known, such as Solomon’s Seals, while
others are closely guarded secrets. Magical Sigils are unique to each group and
hold secrets only known to that group. And more specifically, only the Grand
Master of a magical organization knows the complete secrets held within its
Sigils.
In fact, the Sigils in this book are not as they appear. It is not the crude

outward image or shape that causes the effects. Rather, it is the encoded secrets

within the Sigil, which cannot be seen in total, that are doing the work. Secret
words of power, god names and symbols unknown to even most manifestation
scientists, are all encoded into the Sigils, in their hundreds in some cases.
The bottom line is that the Sigil System works! And in the end, what works is

what counts. If you experience consistent problems, it is not because of some
fault in this proven system; rather, it is because your personal mental walls are
stopping the activation of the Inner Magical Being. But even so, don’t despair, as
the personal guidance offered by I.G.O.S. will assist you in overcoming these
mental blocks.
It is important for you to understand that this system is the most researched
and used psychic training course in the history of the Manifestation Sciences, not
to mention, it is based on teachings that magical institutions have been using for
thousands of years.
Using the I.G.O.S. Sigil System makes this training the fastest way to
empowerment known today, with the least amount of effort. This is a proven
scientific system that has been in use and development for over 30 years. It will
work for anyone who applies its practices correctly. So use the Sigils consistently,
as instructed, and you too will reap their manifold rewards in your life.
HOW THE SIGILS WORK

The Sigils work deeply on your consciousness over time, releasing and

empowering higher Bio-Physical Functioning, and activating your Inner Magical
Being. It is an on-going, cumulative process that builds from one level to the
next. This means that it requires time for your consciousness to release past
mental memes so as to be reformatted into a state of Higher Consciousness.

This, however, cannot be achieved at a forced level of consciousness. Rather, it
must be allowed to just happen. The Sigils are your key to activating the awesome

abilities that lie dormant within your being through the activation of your Higher
Self or Inner Magical Being. It is critical to use these Sigils along with the
techniques offered in this book. Their effects start working straight away without
any conscious thought or interaction on your part, other than to simply view
them, or else use them as instructed.

Again, you cannot force these changes to happen. They happen on their own
without you assisting in any way, and the results are profound as they activate
your inner abilities. The process is a slow o
 ne, but its cumulative effects empower
you far beyond the level that you could ever hope to achieve through common
learning or practices.
Some of the Sigils are optical illusions in their outwardly appearance, which
help distort consciousness and facilitate faster training. But, even so, any optical
illusion is still only the observable part of the Sigils. As previously stated, each
Sigil has hundreds of hidden activation symbols within them. Some can be seen,
if you look carefully, while others are deeply hidden within the Sigil and cannot
be seen at all.
The Next Level Wish-Materialization Technology found in this book, and in all
the books in the Series, is revolutionary and is only available with I.G.O.S.
training materials. With that in mind, exactly how to use the Sigils is detailed
next.

HOW TO USE THE SIGILS IN THIS BOOK
The first thing you need to do is get out of your own way. The Inner Magical
Being knows how to use the Sigils to empower you without you consciously
getting involved in the process. You know nothing, whereas your Inner Magical
Being knows all. In fact, the more you think you know about Manifestation, the
more you disempower yourself.

The Sigil System is a technology that you need only allow to happen within

your consciousness. It is not about forcing, thinking about, or making it happen.

It is beyond conscious thought and must be allowed to just activate without
effort. Understand this and just let it be.
There are essentially four ways in which a Sigil can be used. Bear in mind that
not all four ways apply to every Sigil or to every Mysterious Book. It depends on
the subject matter of the book, and the specific purpose of the Sigil. Which way a
Specific Empowerment Sigil is to be used, or else a combination of ways, is

specified in their respective chapters, and in the instructions below each of these
Sigils found at the back of the book.

1. VIEWING

THE FOUR BASIC WAYS OF USING SIGILS

The first way and most common way to use a Sigil, is to just view it. Importantly,
the viewing of the Sigils applies to both the Success Tech Sigils and the Specific
Empowerment Sigils. The key is to do nothing but view it. Simply relax, view it,
and let the energy flow into your Third Eye. Turn off your thinking completely.
View it more like a work of art without making a judgment and without thinking
about the process, or anything else for that matter. Simply stare at it without any
thought.
You must view a Sigil for 1 to 2 seconds at a time but no longer. Twice a day is

the minimum number of times you must view a Sigil, preferably first thing in the

morning upon waking up, and last thing in the evening just before going to bed. It
is also recommended to do so in the afternoon if you can find a relaxed moment.
That is all that is needed.
It is best to mentally state “I activate my Inner Magical Being” before and after

each viewing of the Sigils that are intended to empower you as the user of the
book. Do not state this when using those Sigils that are to be inserted in another

person’s (your target’s) Third Eye, as you will learn in the third way of using the
Sigils.
You can view a Sigil as often as you like, as long as it is not over the stated time
limit of 1 to 2 seconds. The main reason it is critical not to view a Sigil for longer

than 1 to 2 seconds in any one viewing, is that the mind is bored quickly and
starts blocking t he Sigils if viewed for longer periods.

In a Mysterious Book of Masters, the one exercise that can be consistently

repeated as many times as you desire, is the viewing of the Sigils. It is
recommended that you do so often and throughout the day by simply going from
one Sigil to the next, viewing each one. You can also carry the book with you and

view the Sigils when you have some time, for 10 to 15 seconds each, instead of the
full 1 to 2 seconds.
But always remember: do not think about the process or anything else, and do
not judge anything - just be during the viewing. Simply view the Sigil, be open to
receiving its empowerments, and enjoy the process.
2. FACE-DOWN PHOTOGRAPHS

Some Sigils require that you place a photograph of yourself or of another person
(your target) face-down on the Sigil, and leave it there. This directs the energy of
the Sigil 24/7 to whoever is on the photograph without you doing anything
further. Lift the photo each time you view the Sigil, then replace it and leave it
there again.
For Sigils aimed at the user of the book, you must use a recent photo of
yourself, less than 30 days old. It is best to change your photo periodically to keep
it recent. For Sigils aimed at influencing a target, a recent photo of your target is
preferable, but if one is not available, any photo will do. And if a target’s photo is
not available at all, then a signature, or just their name written on a piece of
paper suffices.
3. THIRD EYE INSERTION

The third way to use a Sigil is called Third Eye Insertion. As already stated, each
time you view a Sigil that is intended to empower you as the user of the book
allow it to enter your consciousness through your Third Eye.

Third Eye Insertion is also required for some Sigils that are aimed at
influencing others. Such Sigils are usually used for the purpose of breaking
through blockages or resistance in others. These Sigils are projected at a target
and mentally inserted into their Third Eye. Here again, you do not need to think
about anything or make any judgments. Just view the Sigil for 1 to 2 seconds, and
then mentally imagine the Sigil being inserted into the target’s Third Eye at
around the center of the forehead. Do not think about the purpose or the
situation at hand. Just imagine inserting the Sigil into their Third Eye - period.

The thoughtform of the Sigil does all the work on your target in the way intended
by that Sigil.
Recall that a Sigil that is to be inserted in your target’s Third Eye need not

mentally enter your own Third Eye. To do so, simply view the specific Sigil with
the underlying intention of inserting it into your target’s Third Eye only, but

without thinking about it during the process or worrying about whether or not
you are doing it correctly.

4. PLACE THE BOOK NEAR OR UNDER YOUR PILLOW

The fourth way to get the Sigils working for you is to simply place the physical
book under your pillow before sleeping, or if this is not possible, near you while
you sleep.
You can also carry the book with you throughout the day, even if you do not get
a chance to view the Sigils. The reason this is recommended is because a
Mysterious Book of Masters is encoded with secret information hidden within its
text and Sigils, and so it is essentially a Talisman from which you can gain
maximum benefit by having it near you at all times. You can carry one book at a
time, more so if you are practicing the exercises in that book, and which book you
carry can be changed daily if you so choose.
LET THE SIGILS DO THE WORK

A word of warning is that the sheer simplicity of the Sigil System causes many
users to underestimate its potency. This is because the vast majority of people
understand things only at a very basic level of common thinking. Yet thinking is
the problem. You need to be, n
 ot think your way through things.

In Manifestation Science, the common active mind is your enemy that must be

controlled and mastered. Thinking is not helpful. It is a conditioned response that
enslaves you to common levels of understanding and functioning; and a mental
meme that needs to be directed. For this very reason, however, many
manifestation scientists will find using Sigils odd and even difficult because it
requires you to not think. To think nothing you must turn off the incessant
chatter of the mind, but it is not easy because most people are constantly thinking

about everything, and mostly of things that have little value or importance that
their mind keeps feeding them.
The key to surpassing this common level of consciousness is by being and

becoming your real Higher Functioning Self or Inner Magical Being. But again,
you cannot think your way into higher functioning. You need to become Higher
Consciousness, and in so doing, go beyond slave-level thinking. Allowing the

Inner Magical Being to take over is critical. You need to practice just being - to let
things go and just be.
It cannot be stressed enough that to get the most powerful results out of using
the Sigil System, do not think about the Sigils or their powers. Put common
thoughts out of your mind and allow their energy to empower you joyfully.
Simply keep your mind in neutral and let it be.
There is much to be learned without learning directly.
KEEP IT SIMPLE AND THE RESULTS WILL COME

The four aforementioned ways of using the Sigils is all there is to it. I.G.O.S.
empowerments and your Inner Magical Being do all the work. One other issue is
that too many Manifestation Scientists worry about the possible dangers that can
result when you use ineffective manifestation systems. Rest assured that there are
no dangers in using our training systems. No harm can come to you in any
manner whatsoever. In fact, most magical practices hold little danger. It is more a
case of whether or not you get results.
With I.G.O.S. Success Tech training, it is about how much empowerment you

get, and how fast you do so. Everyone is different and will grow in empowerment

as fast as it is best for them. Fast is not better! You need to be empowered to the
level you can personally handle at any given time in your life. Manifestation
Science is a lifestyle and it takes time to develop personal power. Having said
this, no one has ever failed using our state-of-the-art, next level practices.
You WILL gain power! Once again, the question is to what level and how fast.

This can be assisted and gauged by your Mentor. Manifestation Science is fun and

it is exciting to see yourself grow in personal power and master your reality! Stop
being too serious about the art of Wish-Materialization, and start seeing it as fun.

FUN LEARNING THE NEXT LEVEL WAY

To get a full understanding of anything magical-based, you need to be given a
huge amount of information that cannot always be offered in written form,
moreso since long books tend to be boring and few can get through them. Writing
is critical but it fails when massive amounts of information are needed to give you
a greater understanding of the subject. Live lectures with teachers fail as well
because there is no way you can possibly retain much of the information offered
in one-off live seminars. It may be fun to see and interact with others, but in
general all those long hours of teaching are wasted because you will remember
little and there is no way to repeat a live lecture.
VIDEO AND AUDIO LECTURES

Thanks to modern technology, there are more effective ways to assimilate
important additional information than reading or attending live lectures. This is
where our video and audio lectures come in, which allow you to watch or hear
long lectures over and over again.
Each time you do so, you gain more and more insights, right in the comfort of
your home, at the time of your choosing, and at a pace that suits your level. This
is a fantastic help for the serious manifestation scientist seeking a proper
education in these arts. Hearing and seeing Master Manifestation Specialists
explain the facts and experiences they have had is priceless! Everything our

organization produces will include audio or video training. Visit our website for
more information.
BOOKLET TRAINING
Another aspect of Fun Learning the Next Level Way is about producing potent
information in booklet form, whereas most books on the market are 80% padding
with very little practical training.

While some extra information is of course needed for better explanation, most
padding is useless information aimed at increasing the page-count demands of
publishers and the public. People tend to judge a book first by its number of
pages, and not by its content, and wrongly believe that the more pages in the
book, the better it is. The truth is usually the opposite.
Next Level Manifestation Training books are generally around 50-70 pages in
length to enable the student to comprehend all the life-changing principles
therein. Long detailed instructions are intimidating to most and endless
information makes practices appear complicated. Detailed complicated training
is best left to Magical Organizations for the dedicated student with a higher level
consciousness, but it is wasted on the average person.
Having said this, some books in the Mysterious Book of Masters Series are
longer, as their subject matter necessitates them to be. But again, everything in a
Mysterious Book of Masters is of importance – all the Sigils, the text and all the
practices. Nothing is there for decoration or simply to fulfill some vague page
number requirement.

SPECIAL MANIFESTATION TOOLS AND DEVICES

We have a variety of Special Manifestation Tools and Devices that among other
things, assist you in obtaining power faster and easier; activating special brain
centers and the Inner Magical Being; and continuously projecting energy without
you the practitioner having to be present. Life is complicated and requires as
much help as you can get and as a Manifestation Scientist you will be working on
lots of areas of your life, as well as on others. Think about it this way - you can
walk to the supermarket but it is easier and faster to use a car. The same applies
to magical and manifestation technologies. I.G.O.S. Success Tech Tools will
greatly assist the process and in many cases, achieve results that you could not
otherwise achieve without them. You can find out more information about these
tools on the I.G.O.S. website.

ADDITIONAL TRAINING AND CERTIFIED I.G.O.S SUCCESS TECH PRODUCTS

On the following page, you will find resources for the serious manifestor. This
includes the official I.G.O.S. website and other I.G.O.S.-screened websites that
offer thousands of free links to books, courses, videos, and additional information
on just about anything you could be interested in. This massive, screened and
mostly free resource, is not to be missed. Moreover, make sure to use only
I.G.O.S. Success Tech-authorized and approved suppliers for your magical
supplies. Never use a non-authorized supplier. Most magically-focused products
are made by ignorant people seeking money and who make ineffective junk. If
you expect results, only use Success Tech-approved and tested products. You can
contact I.G.O.S. for more information about our approved suppliers.

IMPORTANT - BOOK REGISTRATION
It is a critical requirement to register this book with I.G.O.S. so as to activate it to

you personally, and gain its immense benefits. Go to our website’s online contact

form and send us your name and date of birth, with the title of the book in the
subject line that you want activated. Our representatives will activate your book
to work for you within 48 hours. This is all free and part of having one of our
products.
It is important to understand that a Mysterious Book of Masters is ‘dead’ until
it is reanimated into magical life by I.G.O.S. Copied or unregistered books do not
work. Be very certain that book registration is not a marketing gimmick. It is of
absolute necessity for the book and its Sigil System to work for you.
Your information is kept private and is not used for any marketing purposes.
I.G.O.S. Success Tech is not a business; It is a non-profit College and Research
Society. Having said this, it is recommended that you sign up to our mailing list
to keep updated about the happenings in the Success Tech world and its new
releases in all formats. To subscribe to the I.G.O.S. mailing list simply visit the
contact page and complete the mailing list subscription form. You will receive 2
free general metaphysical ebooks once you subscribe.

Audio Amulets
In addition to high-powered Sigils, we offer our revolutionary Audio Amulet
Energy Transfer Technology. The Audio Amulet passes gigantic amounts of
magical knowledge to the student on several levels. This is not meant to replace
verbal training from a Master; hearing a Master, feeling their energies and
getting sound-wave empowerment through the audio is amazing! An hour
lecture is equal to hundreds of pages of written knowledge that becomes
interesting instead of just “pages to read”. Through exclusive I.G.O.S. Success
Tech Empowerment processes, audio amulets serve as True Amulets that when
played, produce huge empowerment energies of all types. The audio amulets
create a type of sound wave transfer. The actual spinning of the CD/DVD with
the exclusive Sigil on it creates this amazing sound wave of empowerment
penetrating all your energy bodies to levels only sound waves can. Sigils serve as
more direct Third Eye empowerment, while audio amulets penetrate your
ENTIRE being. The Audio Amulet case itself serves as a practical tool where you
insert an instant photo and leave it there. The internal Sigils in the case
empower you 24/7 with that specific energy. Oftentimes, the “case” is used with
other “cases” to create even greater empowerment, which equates to the student
being literally bombarded and submerged in torrent of Manifesting energies.
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